Abstract-Multivariable dynamic ankle mechanical impedance in two coupled degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) was quantified when muscles were active. Measurements were performed at five different target activation levels of tibialis anterior and soleus, from 10% to 30% of maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) with increments of 5% MVC. Interestingly, several ankle behaviors characterized in our previous study of the relaxed ankle were observed with muscles active: ankle mechanical impedance in joint coordinates showed responses largely consistent with a second-order system consisting of inertia, viscosity, and stiffness; stiffness was greater in the sagittal plane than in the frontal plane at all activation conditions for all subjects; and the coupling between dorsiflexion-plantarflexion and inversion-eversion was small-the two DOF measurements were well explained by a strictly diagonal impedance matrix. In general, ankle stiffness increased linearly with muscle activation in all directions in the 2-D space formed by the sagittal and frontal planes, but more in the sagittal than in the frontal plane, resulting in an accentuated "peanut shape." This characterization of young healthy subjects' ankle mechanical impedance with active muscles will serve as a baseline to investigate pathophysiological ankle behaviors of biomechanically and/or neurologically impaired patients.
1 For brevity, we often omit the "mechanical" prefix.
of impedance, unavailable from traditional gait lab environments. Sinusoidal torque input was used in an early ankle impedance study [1] . The static or quasi-static component of ankle impedance, i.e., the torque-angle relationship at the ankle, was quantified for healthy and neurologically impaired patients using slow ramp perturbations [2] . Rapid ramp and hold perturbations have also been widely used to characterize both intrinsic and reflex ankle stiffness [3] [4] [5] . Stochastic system identification techniques have been used to examine viscoelastic and inertial components of ankle impedance; the effects of mean ankle position, mean ankle torque, and input displacement amplitude were thoroughly investigated [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Extension of stochastic system identification methods by integrating a nonlinear reflex pathway enabled separate identification of intrinsic and reflex components [12] , [13] . While most previous ankle studies were confined to the sagittal plane, only a few studies reported quantification of impedance in the frontal plane [14] [15] [16] , but still limited to a single degree-of-freedom (DOF).
The human ankle is a complicated joint involving multiple bones, ligaments, tendons, and muscles, and neural commands from the brain and spinal reflex feedback may further complicate actions of the ankle joint in multiple DOFs. In fact, single DOF ankle movements are unusual in normal lower-extremity functions, including walking [17] . We believe that characterizing multivariable ankle impedance promises deeper understanding of its roles in motor control and function, not achievable from single DOF studies. Separate measurements of passive ankle stiffness in inversion-eversion (IE) and dorsiflexion-plantarflexion (DP) were reported previously but coupling between DOFs was not addressed [18] , [19] . We previously reported ankle impedance in two coupled DOFs simultaneously, in both the sagittal and frontal planes. We performed static studies with muscles relaxed [20] and active [21] to characterize the nonlinear torque-angle relation at the ankle, from which we showed the directional variation of static ankle impedance; and that contributions of inter-muscular reflex feedback resulted in a largely spring-like, conservative behavior for our unimpaired subjects. In addition, we conducted a static study with neurologically impaired patients, demonstrating that their ankle impedance can be substantially different from that of unimpaired control subjects, even with relaxed muscles [22] . However, these studies were confined to characterization of the static component of impedance. To overcome that limitation, we performed dynamic studies to characterize multivariable ankle impedance in the frequency domain [23] [24] [25] . Ankle impedance with relaxed muscles was characterized as a function of frequency in joint coordinates, defined by IE and DP directions. Despite its internal complexity, externally simple ankle behavior was consistently observed, including minimal coupling between DOFs even though there was substantial directional variation of ankle impedance [24] . While that study serves as a valuable baseline, normal lower-extremity actions generally involve multiple levels of muscle activation.
II. METHODS

A. Experimental Setup and Protocol
The same experimental setup used in our previous study [24] , a wearable ankle robot, Anklebot (Interactive Motion Technologies, Inc.) [18] , and a surface electromyographic (EMG) system (Myomonitor IV, Delsys Inc.), were used in this study. The body of the robot was mounted to a knee brace and two actuators of the robot were connected to a rigid U-shaped bracket attached to the bottom of a custom designed shoe [ Fig. 1(left) ]. Anklebot provided actively controllable torques in two DOFs, in both IE and DP, and the third DOF (axial rotation) was passive to prevent imposing inadvertent kinematic constraints at the ankle. Each motor (Kollmorgen RBE(H) 00714) was operated under current control and torques were reliably estimated from motor currents, measured using a digital-to-analog converter (United Electronic Industries PD2-AO-8/16) with 16 bit resolution. Torque sensitivity, the relationship of output torque to motor input current, was characterized for each motor under dynamic conditions, and was verified by measurements from a load cell transducer [18] . Torque and angular displacement of each motor were transformed to force and linear displacement through a linear drive (Rohlix; backlash less than m). Displacements of these linear actuators were measured with two optical linear encoders (Renishaw; resolution m), then fed into a PCI interface card (US Digital PCI-4E-D) and low-pass filtered (100 Hz cutoff; 20 dB/decade roll-off). Actuator force and displacement were recorded at 1 kHz and transformed to angular displacements and torques at the ankle in IE and DP through a nonlinear kinematic transformation [20] . Torque rather than position perturbations were used to avoid excessive displacement of the ankle during high muscle activation tasks; using torque perturbations the subject had control over ankle position, determined by the admittance of the ankle and environment [26] . Surface EMG electrodes (Myomonitor IV, DELSYS) were placed over the bellies of four major ankle muscles: tibialis anterior (TA), peroneus longus (PL), soleus (SOL), and lateral gastrocnemius (GAS). Surface EMG signals were band-pass filtered between 20 and 450 Hz and sampled at 1 kHz. Amplitudes of EMG signals were estimated using a root-mean-square average with a moving window of 200 ms after removing the dc bias offsets [27] . The MVC level of each muscle was measured following procedures described in [28] , which was used as a reference to normalize EMG amplitudes.
After MVC measurements, subjects were seated in a chair wearing a knee brace and a custom designed shoe. Multiple Velcro straps of the knee brace, which covered from the lower part of calf muscles up to approximately the middle part of thigh muscles, were tightly fastened to prevent relative movements of the knee brace with respect to the leg. A proper shoe size was selected for each subject, the foot was securely tied with shoe laces, and a wide Velcro strap was wrapped around over the laces to minimize foot slippage inside the shoe. Then the robot was attached to the knee brace and the shoe, and the initial neutral position of the ankle was set when the foot and shank formed a right angle. The leg and the robot were suspended by elastic bands to support the weight of the robot. The use of a compliant elastic support also helped to minimize possible artifacts due to the coupling of the leg and the robot to surrounding structures, including the chair, by moving possible artifactual resonant modes to well below the frequency we measured [ Fig. 1(right) ].
For dorsiflexor and plantarflexor active studies, TA and SOL were selected as target muscles, respectively. Ankle impedance was measured at five different activation levels for each study, from 10% to 30% of MVC level with increments of 5% MVC. To prevent muscle fatigue, at least a 3 min rest period was given between measurements. As a baseline for active studies, passive ankle impedance was also measured with fully relaxed muscles. During measurements, a visual feedback display showing current and target activation levels was provided to subjects. Subjects were first instructed to activate a specific muscle and maintain it at the target level. When the activation level reached the target level, the robot applied mild random torque perturbations (band-limited white noise with a spectrum flat up to 100 Hz) to the ankle for 40 s for each measurement.
Ten unimpaired young human subjects (five males, five females; all right footed) with no reported history of neuromuscular or biomechanical disorders participated in this study (the same subject group as in [24] ). Subjects were between the ages of 21-37, heights of 1.58-1.90 m, and weights 48.0-80.0 kg. Following procedures pre-approved by MIT's institutional review board, the Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects, informed consent was obtained from all subjects.
B. Multivariable Ankle Mechanical Impedance Identification and Its Relationship to Muscle Activation
Multivariable ankle impedance in joint coordinates ( , where subscripts 1 and 2 denote IE and DP, respectively) was identified by linear time-invariant (LTI) multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system identification methods based on spectral analysis [29] , [30] . The same controller as in our previous relaxed study [24] was implemented for each actuator, combining a proportional controller and random perturbations, except with different gain settings for measurements with active muscles; the gain of the controller, which determined the Anklebot stiffness, was set to 2000 N/m to hold the ankle near its initial neutral position against ankle torques due to muscle activation. In joint coordinates, this corresponds to 37.2 Nm/rad and 76.0 Nm/rad for IE and DP, respectively. In estimating ankle impedance, the contribution of actuator dynamics was compensated by subtracting Anklebot impedance, measured by running the same identification protocol but without a human subject, from the measured impedance.
A partial coherence matrix was calculated based on spectral analysis [29] , [30] to investigate the validity of the LTI system identification approach as well as to quantify the amount of coupling between the two DOFs. The reliability of identification was also evaluated in the time domain by calculating the percentage variance accounted for (%VAF) between output measurements and predicted outputs from identified impedances. To be precise, output predictions were estimated by the convolution of torque inputs and admittance impulse response functions, the latter calculated by inverse discrete Fourier transform of the admittances from the closed-loop identification [24] . To quantify how well a simple second-order model consisting of rotational inertia, viscosity, and stiffness fit the identification results, the best-fit model was selected by minimizing mean-squared-error between the identified open-loop impedance and the impedance of the best-fit model over a frequency range between 1 and 20 Hz. Then, the %VAF between output predictions from the identified impedance and the fitted model was calculated [24] .
Next, to characterize the directional variation (anisotropy) of ankle impedance in the 2-D space formed by IE and DP, the same impedance identification procedure was repeated in rotated joint coordinates with 10 increments of rotation angle. Results were presented as a function of frequency in 3-D plots, where one axis denoted the frequency and the angle and radius in the plane perpendicular to that axis respectively indicated the movement direction in the IE-DP space and the impedance magnitude in that direction. In addition, a single representative directional variation was obtained by averaging the shapes below a specific frequency (in this paper below 10 Hz). Directions of major and minor principal axes, exhibiting the greatest and least impedance magnitude, were calculated. Finally, to investigate the relationship between muscle activation and the corresponding ankle impedance, the correlation coefficient was calculated for each movement direction in the 2-D space.
III. RESULTS
A. EMG Analysis
All subjects successfully maintained relaxed muscles during the measurement of baseline passive impedance. When EMG amplitudes were scaled to their corresponding MVC, the normalized activation levels were under 0.3% MVC when averaged across all subjects. In the active muscle studies, the normalized EMG amplitude of each measurement was compared with the corresponding target level (10%-30% MVC) to ensure that each subject was able to follow instructions and maintain target muscle activation levels. Target levels for the TA were well maintained, while activation levels of the SOL were slightly higher than the target levels [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Besides target muscle activation, we also evaluated total ankle muscle activation because all ankle muscles including the target muscle contribute to ankle joint impedance. In fact, subjects did not solely activate a single muscle, but evoked a degree of co-activation of other muscles due to synergies [31] . For example, when SOL was the target muscle, all measured plantarflexors (SOL, PL, and GAS) were activated in the same pattern, while TA activation was very low [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The total muscle activation was approximated by summing normalized EMG amplitudes of all measured muscles.
The linearity of actual muscle activation levels was evaluated by calculating the correlation coefficient between target and actual muscle activation levels. In both the TA and SOL active studies, all subjects showed very high values, close to 1 for both target muscle and total muscle activation [ Fig. 2(b) ]. In fact, even the lowest value for any individual subject was 0.98 and 0.90 for target and total muscle activation, respectively. 
B. Ankle Mechanical Impedance in Joint Coordinates
As expected, different levels of muscle activation caused different mean ankle positions. Since it has been shown that ankle impedance varies with mean ankle position [9] , [10] , it is important to note the ranges of ankle positions measured in the experiment. Across all muscle activation conditions, the ankle was constrained to a small range of motion (ROM) due to high restoring torques by the robot in both DOFs: -rad (IE) and -0.061 rad (DP) for the TA active study [ Fig. 3(a) ], and -0.011 rad (IE) and -rad (DP) for the SOL active study [ Fig. 3(b) ].
In all muscle activation conditions the diagonal elements of the partial coherence matrix ( and ) were high up to 50 Hz, except at low frequencies below 1-2 Hz, where the partial coherences decreased as muscle activation increased. On the other hand, the off-diagonal elements ( and ) were low (Fig. 4) . This could be due to departure from linearity or a lack of coupling between DOFs. The former was ruled out by evaluating the %VAF between measured outputs and outputs predicted from only the diagonal components of the identified impedances ( and ) . When averaged across all subjects, the %VAF was greater than 89% and 84% in the IE and DP directions, respectively, under all muscle activation conditions (Table I) . Since off-diagonal impedances were not reliable due to low off-diagonal coherences, they were excluded from further analyses.
The diagonal elements of the ankle impedance matrix, i.e., IE and DP impedances ( and ) , are shown as Bode plots (Fig. 5) . For both directions and for all muscle activation conditions, inertia was dominant (magnitude increased at dB/dec) at frequencies over about 10-20 Hz depending on muscle activation. Below this region, stiffness was dominant (magnitude slope dB/dec) though it increased with the level of muscle activation. Identified results were well approximated by a simple second-order model consisting of rotational inertia, viscosity, and stiffness; the %VAF between displacement outputs predicted from the identified impedance and outputs predicted from the best-fit model % was higher than 97.5% (Table I) . Identified ankle parameters are summarized in Table II . As expected, ankle inertias ( and ) were essentially invariant across all muscle activation conditions-magnitude responses in the high frequency region were on top of each other (Fig. 5) . On the other hand, viscosity ( and ), and stiffness ( and ) parameters increased with muscle activation.
C. Directional Variation (Anisotropy) of Ankle Mechanical Impedance With Active Muscles
The directional variation of ankle impedance was identified from calculations in rotated joint coordinates . The increment of the rotation angle was 10 . The input power spectral density (PSD) was first estimated in the rotated joint coordinates. The PSDs of and were flat up to 100 Hz for any , validating that ankle impedance can be reliably estimated in all directions in the IE-DP space using spectral analysis. The directional variation of ankle impedance was evaluated as a function of frequency, and results were averaged over a window between 1 and 10 Hz, where stiffness was dominant. Measurements below 1 Hz were not considered since partial coherences below 1 Hz were low (Fig. 4) . Remarkably, the shape of anisotropy was consistent over these frequencies and under different levels of muscle activation; weaker impedance in IE than DP resulted in a characteristic "peanut" shape (Fig. 6 ). In addition, the principal axes were slightly tilted in the counter-clockwise (CCW) direction (Fig. 6) .
Considering the small variation at frequencies below 10 Hz, a single representative stiffness structure was obtained by averaging results in this region (Fig. 7) . Activating muscles significantly increased ankle stiffness in all directions in the IE-DP space, but it increased more in DP than in IE, accentuating the "peanut" shape, pinched in the IE direction. Although the amount of stiffness increase was greater in DP than IE, the ratio of DP stiffness to IE stiffness did not change significantly with muscle activation level (Table III) ; pooling all subjects' data for each muscle activation level, the ratio satisfied normality conditions ( according to a Jarque-Bera test, MATLAB's jbtest function), and a one-way analysis of variance (MATLAB's anova1 function) showed no statistical difference . In addition, the ratio of stiffness in active studies to passive (maximally-relaxed) stiffness was calculated for each movement direction (Table III) ; the ratio in IE was substantially lower than in DP for each activation level, implying that the relative contribution of passive stiffness to total stiffness (passive stiffness active stiffness) was significantly higher in IE than DP. For both TA and SOL active studies, the directions of principal axes were slightly tilted CCW from the original joint coordinates across different muscle activation levels: 0.05-0.09 rad and 0.09-0.23 rad for TA and SOL studies, respectively, when averaged across all subjects (Table IV) . As expected from comparing stiffness in the IE and DP directions, stiffness in the major principal axis direction was substantially larger than in the minor principal axis direction, and the ratio between them was remarkably invariant across subjects and across muscle activations. The correlation coefficient between the level of muscle activation and the corresponding ankle stiffness was calculated 
TABLE IV ANKLE STIFFNESS IN PRINCIPAL AXIS DIRECTIONS
and presented in polar coordinates (Fig. 8) . In the TA active study, values were very high: 0.94, 0.95, and 0.94 for IE, DP, and all movement directions, respectively (Table V) , when averaged across all subjects. In the SOL active study, values were somewhat lower though still high: 0.87, 0.87, and 0.87 for IE, DP, and all movement directions, respectively. This was mainly due to one outlier subject (#6) who showed substantially lower values (Table V) . When averaged excluding this subject, values were higher than 0.90 for IE, DP, and all movement directions.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Importance and Validity of Experimental Procedure
Characterization of the ankle's multivariable dynamic mechanical impedance with active muscles is important to understand roles of the ankle in interaction with the physical world. Normal motor functions mainly involve multi-dimensional ankle motions, which are not confined to static conditions, and require muscle activation, either voluntarily or reflexively. While previous studies over the past few decades have been limited to characterization of the ankle in a single DOF, mostly in the sagittal plane with few in the frontal plane, the study reported here targeted impedance identification in two coupled DOFs. This provides a unique opportunity to investigate coupled 2-D ankle impedance. The current study extended our previous dynamic study [24] to overcome limitations of multivariable static studies [20] , [21] , and provided (to our knowledge) the first observations of how multivariable dynamic ankle impedance of intact subjects changes with muscle activation. This study also provides a baseline for clinical studies in patients, especially those with neurological impairments; further clinical implications are discussed in a concluding section.
Experimental procedures and analysis methods similar to our previous study [24] were successfully used to identify ankle impedance over a wide range of muscle activations from 10% to 30% of MVC with increments of 5% MVC for TA and SOL. The short measurement time and random nature of the perturbations enabled all subjects successfully to maintain TA or SOL activation near the five different target levels. A linear regression between observed and target muscle activation yielded high values for both target and total muscle activation. A closedloop position controller with an appropriate gain constrained the ankle to a small ROM: the difference of mean ankle positions between 30% MVC and 10% MVC was less than 0.016 rad and 0.082 rad for IE and DP, respectively. Based on previous studies investigating the effect of mean ankle position on ankle impedance with relaxed [9] , [32] and active muscles (TA or triceps surae) [10] , we believe these different ankle positions had minimal effect on ankle impedance. Thus, the high linearity of muscle activation and tightly constrained ankle positions for all muscle activation levels validated the ability of our experimental setup and protocol to reliably investigate the effect of muscle activation on ankle impedance.
Analysis of partial coherences verified that the mild random torque perturbations used in this study were powerful enough to estimate ankle impedance in two DOFs even with muscle activations at 30% MVC. While the diagonal coherence values varied with contraction level (especially with SOL active), consistent with reduced displacements in response to perturbation, it remained high at frequencies above about 1 or 2 Hz. In both TA active and SOL active studies, increased muscle activation reduced the diagonal partial coherences in the region below about 1-2 Hz. Low coherence may be due to insufficient input power, measurement noise, contribution of unmeasured inputs, and/or a nonlinear input-output relationship. In this study, the most likely cause was increased nonlinearity due to greater contribution of active ankle muscles, whose intrinsic dynamics are nonlinear [33] . Reflex contributions, which may also introduce nonlinearity, may also increase with higher muscle activation as reported previously [34] [35] [36] . Further study seems warranted to investigate the relative contributions of reflex and intrinsic components of impedance in two DOFs. The linear identification method used here may be extended to include certain types of nonlinearity, as in the model-based parallel-cascade identification method [12] , while retaining current experimental procedures with a wearable ankle robot applying random perturbations in multiple-DOFs. This extension may be especially important when studying the impaired ankle. 
B. Simple Characteristics of Multivariable Dynamic Ankle Impedance with Active Muscles
Ankle impedance in the IE and DP directions can be treated independently for our healthy young subjects. The %VAF between measured outputs and predictions from the diagonal components of identified impedances was very high (more than 89% and 84% for the IE and DP directions, respectively), indicating that the low off-diagonal coherences were due to small coupling between DOFs. In fact, off-diagonal partial coherences were low at most frequencies, except in a region around 10 Hz. In this region, coherences were higher than those in the relaxed study [24] , and increased with muscle activation. However, even the highest coherence value was still low . Based on high diagonal partial coherences, IE and DP impedances were reliably estimated. In all muscle activation conditions, estimates of both IE and DP impedances were largely consistent with a second-order model consisting of rotational inertia, viscosity, and stiffness % (Table I ). This result should be interpreted with care because it indicates how much variance of the linear impedance estimates, not the real measurements, was explained by the best-fit second-order model.
Averaged across all subjects, stiffness (estimated by averaging the magnitude of impedance below 10 Hz) increased with the level of muscle activation (Fig. 5) . Interestingly, one subject (#6) in the SOL active study was an outlier; this subject exhibited no stiffness increase at activation levels higher than 25% and 20% of MVC for IE and DP, respectively (Table VI) . This was not due to a failure to activate muscles, which showed a linearly increasing trend for SOL as well as for the sum of normalized EMG amplitudes of all four measured muscles . Instead, as detailed in an Appendix, this experimental observation may be explained by the apparent stiffness that arises from a nonlinear relation between muscle length and joint angle. For this subject (#6), constant stiffness at higher muscle activation may be attributed to a substantial contribution of negative kinematic stiffness; i.e., the ratio of muscle stiffness to muscle force was less than the ratio of kinematic stiffness to muscle force. Though observed in only one subject, this is important experimental confirmation of previous analysis showing that an increase of ankle impedance with muscle activation is not a priori obvious [37] , [38] .
Ankle impedance substantially increased with muscle activation in all directions in the 2-D space defined by rotations in the sagittal and frontal planes, but increased more in DP than IE, resulting in an accentuated "peanut shape" in both the TA active and SOL active studies. This characteristic shape was also consistently observed over a wide range of frequencies. Although IE impedance with active muscles was relatively weak compared to DP impedance, activation of ankle muscles increased IE impedance to a few times higher than its passive value. Thus, for healthy subjects, activation of ankle muscles may be a good strategy to improve lower-extremity lateral stability and avoid prevalent ankle injuries in IE [39] , [40] . While active ankle stiffness increased more in DP than IE when compared to the corresponding passive stiffness, the ratio of stiffness in DP to IE was remarkably invariant across different muscle activation levels. This may be anticipated from musculo-skeletal kinematics. Any contribution of a muscle to both IE and DP should increase in proportion as the muscle is activated.
We observed a highly linear relation between muscle activation and ankle stiffness in all movement directions in the 2-D space; all subjects in the TA active study and all except one (#6) in the SOL active study exhibited high linearity; the low linearity for subject #6 was due to non-monotonically increasing ankle stiffness as explained above. This result indicates that, in general, the ankle stiffness of healthy young subjects could be accurately predicted solely from activation of ankle muscles, even with the existence of potentially confounding kinematic stiffness. The simple relation between muscle activation and corresponding ankle impedance is important, because it will enable us to estimate ankle impedance based on muscle activation when direct measurement is not feasible or when the robot is to be used as an actuator for other purposes, for example, rehabilitation.
C. Comparison with Previous Studies
As we are aware of no previous multivariable ankle impedance study by other research groups, direct comparison is not available. Instead, we compared our results in IE and DP with previous single DOF studies. Our results confirm previous findings that DP impedances at different levels of tonic activity are well approximated by a second-order model consisting of rotational inertia, viscosity, and stiffness [6] . Identified inertia and viscous parameters (Table II) were consistent with previously reported values [10] , [32] . Identified stiffness parameters also fell within the range of previous findings, though that range was broad even with comparable muscle activation; for example, estimates based on oscillatory torque perturbations [1] reported stiffness values a few times lower than those using stochastic displacement perturbations [8] . In general, stiffness estimation is sensitive to measurement conditions, including ankle position, input perturbation type, and the amplitude and duration of perturbation [6] . Further investigation of how stochastic torque perturbations and displacement perturbations affect joint impedance is desirable, as emphasized by [26] , [41] . We also observed that viscous and stiffness parameters increased with muscle activation, consistent with previous findings [6] , [11] . Similarly, IE impedances were also well explained by second-order models, and viscous and stiffness parameters increased with muscle activation. While measurements in our study were made seated, without weight bearing, previous studies were performed either in an upright bipedal weight-bearing stance [14] or standing while bearing different weights [15] . Although no direct comparison at matched muscle activation was possible, our results at 25%-30% MVC agreed with results while standing from [14] and while bearing 30% of body weight [15] .
D. Multivariable Dynamic Study Versus Multivariable Static Study
Multivariable dynamic and static studies provide two unique opportunities to investigate ankle impedance beyond single DOF studies. The dynamic studies presented in this paper and our previous study [24] enabled characterization of ankle impedance over a wide range of frequencies, not limited to static conditions. One weakness of this method is that a single estimate of impedance is made at one position at a time, requiring multiple separate measurements to characterize impedance over a wide ROM. The use of LTI system identification is another limitation, but this method can be extended to time-varying system identification [42] , [43] or nonlinear system identification while retaining the current experimental setup using a wearable ankle robot actuating multiple DOFs. On the other hand, in the static studies [20] , [21] , a precise vector field describing a nonlinear torque-angle relationship at the ankle was identified, from which local stiffness can be calculated at any point in the displacement field over a wide ROM. However, that method is confined to the static component. Since each characterization method, dynamic and static, has its advantages and disadvantages, different methods may be appropriate for different applications. The measurement time for each method is short ( minute), and the same experimental setup can be used for both. Thus, rather than relying on either method alone, it is feasible to use both methods to obtain a fuller characterization of ankle impedance.
E. Summary
Summarizing, despite the internal complexities of the ankle, its multivariable mechanical impedance was remarkably simple, at least for our young healthy subjects and in the context of this experiment; the coupling between IE and DP was small so that IE and DP impedances can be treated independently; IE and DP impedances were largely consistent with a secondorder model; the characteristic "peanut" shaped anisotropy of ankle impedance was maintained over a wide range of frequencies; and the relationship between muscle activation and ankle stiffness in the 2-D space was highly linear. Considering that multiple ankle muscles acting in both the sagittal and frontal planes affect ankle behavior in both DOFs and intra-and intermuscular reflex feedback may also contribute to the modulation of ankle impedance [44] , it is surprising that multivariable ankle impedance is externally simple even with considerable muscle activation. Interestingly, many of these simple behaviors were also observed in the relaxed study [24] , and we venture to speculate that the neuro-muscular system may have evolved towards maintaining a simple ankle impedance, minimally coupling sagittal and frontal plane motions, even when muscles were active.
Although this study only reports inter-subject variability, intra-subject variability analysis will also add value to provide better objective measures of ankle joint properties in multiple DOFs. With a test-retest paradigm as in a previous single DOF study [32] , we can quantify intra-subject variability of multivariable ankle impedance, more specifically the variability of ankle parameters in joint coordinates, anisotropy of ankle impedance, and its relationship to muscle activation. That future study may support the use of quantitative measures of multivariable ankle impedance for assessment of pathophysiological ankle behaviors and monitoring of rehabilitation progress.
F. Implications for Clinical Applications
While exploiting these simple characteristics of ankle impedance may be a good strategy for most healthy humans to interact naturally with a dynamically changing physical world, neurologically impaired patients may not enjoy this simplicity due to abnormal muscle tone or reflex feedback arising from lesions of central motor pathways, as well as possible severe alteration of biomechanical properties. Previous studies on patients with several types of neurological disorders demonstrated that pathophysiological ankle impedance substantially deviated from the unimpaired baseline. Static measurements with chronic stroke patients exhibiting spastic hypertonia showed significant alteration of passive ankle stiffness in dorsiflexion and plantarflexion [2] , [45] . Another study of stroke survivors with active muscles revealed that although the passive stiffness of the paretic ankle was elevated above the unimpaired baseline, its compliance did not change with muscle activation [5] . Stroke patients also exhibited higher reflex and intrinsic stiffness in the spastic/paretic ankle than on the nonparetic side [46] . Besides stroke patients, patients with spinal cord injury and multiple sclerosis also showed higher reflex stiffness and/or increased nonreflex mediated stiffness (passive plus active stiffness) [3] , [47] , [48] . More recently, passive ankle stiffness in chronic hemiparetic stroke survivors was measured in both IE and DP directions; however, that study did not assess the coupling between DOFs and was limited to the quantification of static ankle impedance [19] .
Although these previous studies have quantified abnormal properties of the impaired ankle, other important pathophysiological features, not available from single DOF or uncoupled multi-DOF studies, may be unveiled by multivariable studies. The multivariable dynamic study we report here and in forthcoming papers based on [49] , addressing inter-muscular reflex feedback around the ankle and time-varying ankle impedance in more general motor conditions (for example human walking), promises a more comprehensive characterization of pathophysiological behaviors, and ultimately better tools to quantify impairment and design procedures for the rehabilitation of patients' motor skills.
APPENDIX
Joint stiffness is determined by muscle generated stiffness and kinematic stiffness due to nonlinear musculo-tendon kinematics [37] , [38] . For example, in a single DOF, the derivative of muscle length with respect to joint angle determines the moment arms of the muscle force about the joint , where joint torque . Hence, the stiffness is defined as . The first term in this expression is the muscle stiffness times the square of the moment arm. The second term is due to the nonlinear kinematics and is proportional to muscle force. Because of human endo-skeletal anatomy, for modest displacements of the joint from its neutral posture this "kinematic stiffness" is negative. If sufficiently large muscle forces could be exerted without a sufficiently large increase in muscle stiffness, joint stiffness would become negative, i.e., statically unstable. In this study, ankle positions under the given experimental conditions were tightly constrained and the variation of muscle moment arms was expected to be very small, while derivatives of muscle moment arms, which determine the kinematic stiffness, need not be. ACKNOWLEDGMENT N. Hogan and H. I. Krebs are co-inventors of the MIT patents for the robotic devices used in this study. They hold equity positions in Interactive Motion Technologies, Inc., the company that manufactures this type of technology under license to MIT.
